2020 VOD Catalogue
Euronews VOD episodes are available
in 12 different languages – English, French,
German, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese,
Greek, Hungarian, Russian, Arabic, Persian
and Turkish, and deliver premium content
covering European affairs, world news
and specific topics from business to culture,
sports to sci-tech, travel and lifestyle.
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10 Days at Sea,
the Real Story of the Aquarius
An exclusive documentary aboard the Aquarius
with an inside look into the lives, stories and dreams
of migrants seeking a new life in Europe.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 52 minutes
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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Aid Zone
A series of reports on humanitarian crises
and the daily lives of millions of refugees, migrants
and organisations at the forefront of global issues.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 8 minutes
Frequency: Monthly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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27/02/2020

South Sudan's former child soldiers try to rebuild their lives
As South Sudan has just formed a long delayed unity government,
the country still has a long way to recover from more than five years
of civil war.

VIEW EPISODE

30/01/2020

Ninety thousand still displaced: how Mozambique
is recovering from devastating cyclones
In 2019, Mozambique was hit by two devastating cyclones - Idai on
14th March followed by Kenneth on 25th April.

VIEW EPISODE

19/12/2019

Elderly suffer as Ukraine conflict drives away
health workers
The five-year conflict had a major impact on healthcare services in
the region, leaving an estimated 1.3 million people in need of urgent
medical help.
VIEW EPISODE

28/11/2019

Philippines: The challenge to educate the 24.000 children
uprooted by the 2017 siege of Marawi
During the Marawi siege, 24,000 pupils were displaced and only a
small part has resumed regular classes.

VIEW EPISODE

31/10/2019

Niger: Mothers are the "best asset" for early diagnosis
of child malnutrition
An NGO trains mothers to screen their children to prevent child
malnutrition with a new technique.

VIEW EPISODE
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17/10/2019

Guatemala: nearly half of children under five suffer from
chronic malnutrition
Violence and poverty have pushed tens of thousands of
Central Americans to join the caravans heading for the US and
Mexico.
VIEW EPISODE

24/09/2019

As 12 million hectares burn in the Amazon, Bolivia
receives EU support to tackle wildfires
In this episode of Aid Zone, we find out how the EU has provided
support in putting out fires in the Bolivian Amazon.

VIEW EPISODE

11/07/2019

Afghanistan: What is the humanitarian cost of a neverending war?
18 years after U.S. intervention, the conflict in Afghanistan is
intensifying. But what is the humanitarian cost?

VIEW EPISODE

27/06/2019

Europe boosts firefighting response ahead of an expected
record wildfire season
European nations are stepping up their preparations to tackle
wildfires with a joint response force known as RescEU.

VIEW EPISODE

30/05/2019

Education under threat in Hebron and the rest
of the West Bank
The friction between the Palestinians and Israelis communities
threatens the education of 38,000 children.

VIEW EPISODE
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28/03/2019

Warding off famine in drought-prone Madagascar
with EU aid
Madagascar is in the grip of harsh climate change and after five
years of extreme drought in the south, it’s now enduring a chronic
food crisis.
VIEW EPISODE

21/02/2019

Malian refugees in Mauritania: education in
an emergency context
Aid Zone travelled to the Mbera refugee camp in Mauritania to see
what is being done to educate refugee children from Mali.

VIEW EPISODE

Back to
summary
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Business Planet
Business Planet conveys the entrepreneurial
stories of the most vibrant, successful
and innovative small businesses across Europe.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 3 minutes
Frequency: Weekly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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08/05/2020

Europe deploys space tech in fight against COVID-19
Business Planet looks at how Europe is harnessing space-based
technologies to help in the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic.

VIEW EPISODE

24/04/2020

What challenges are entrepreneurs faced with during
the COVID-19 pandemic?
This week, we introduce you to a brand new European funding model
for entrepreneurs, particularly useful in the context of COVID-19.

VIEW EPISODE

10/04/2020

Europe’s industrial clusters mobilise to fight coronavirus
The Business Planet team is mobilized to help you better understand
how entrepreneurs are facing the coronavirus epidemic.

VIEW EPISODE

30/03/2020

What measures have been put in place to help Europe's
25 million SMEs during the coronavirus crisis?
In this special episode of Business Planet, we look at what measures
have been put in place to support small and medium-sized enterprises.

VIEW EPISODE

26/03/2020

How are European businesses adapting to the coronavirus
pandemic?
The Business Planet team is mobilized to help you better understand
how entrepreneurs are coping with the coronavirus epidemic.

VIEW EPISODE
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20/03/2020

Delivering success through digitalisation
Once only the largest firms could afford to pay for the best digital
tools, but rapid advances in online technology, smart computing and
artificial intelligence mean that even the smallest companies can
now take advantage of the latest systems to boost their business.
VIEW EPISODE

06/03/2020

Packing a sustainable punch: how Europe is forming a new
relationship with plastic
Business Planet heads to Austria to see how one large family firm is
attempting to turn the problem of plastic pollution from packaging
into a sustainable business opportunity.
VIEW EPISODE

21/02/2020

Strength in numbers: the benefits when firms join forces
Business Planet heads to Estonia to see how firms in the country's
defence and security sector are unleashing a wave of innovation
through cooperation.

VIEW EPISODE

07/02/2020

The age of AI: supercharging Europe's tech transformation
Business Planet travels to Dublin to see how one innovative firm's
AI tech is offering children immersive play and learning experiences
through voice recognition technology.

VIEW EPISODE

24/01/2020

Europe's hydrogen revolution: the promise of power
without pollution
Business Planet travels to Gothenburg to see how one firm’s cutting
edge technology is empowering Europe’s growing hydrogen
economy.
VIEW EPISODE
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10/01/2020

Good chemistry: helping business to come within
REACH rules
Business Planet heads to Latvia to see how the country's biggest
household chemical and cosmetics maker is profiting thanks to its
eco-minded strategy.
VIEW EPISODE

13/12/2019

Trillions at stake: how to get a slice of the public pie
Business Planet travels to Denmark to discover the opportunities
and challenges faced by SMEs when it comes to landing lucrative
public sector contracts

VIEW EPISODE

03/12/2019

Hatching start-up success: incubators that grow
your business
Business Planet travels to Zwolle in the Netherlands to see how
one award-winning business incubator has become a seedbed for
start-ups.
VIEW EPISODE

15/11/2019

Writing a great business story: how smarter finance
from Europe is boosting small firms
Business Planet heads to Berlin to see how one innovative book
publisher has accelerated its growth thanks to smarter finance
backed by Europe.
VIEW EPISODE

01/11/2019

EU-Japan trade deal: the opportunities for small business
Business Planet focuses on the world’s biggest bilateral trade deal
between the EU and Japan.

VIEW EPISODE
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18/10/2019

EYE exchange: getting the vision you need to start
and run your own business
Business Planet looks at a unique EU funded cross-border exchange
programme which gives aspiring entrepreneurs the chance to learn
from experienced small business owners.
VIEW EPISODE

04/10/2019

Risky business: how to keep your intellectual property safe
Business Planet heads to Bucharest to see how one firm has been
able to safeguard its intellectual property with EU help.

VIEW EPISODE

20/09/2019

Turning the tables on plastic pollution
Business Planet travels to Antwerp to see how one small company
is transforming plastic pollution into a designer product.

VIEW EPISODE

06/09/2019

Tapping into China’s tourism bonanza
Business Planet looks at how the European tourism industry can
attract Chinese tourists outside the peak summer holiday period.

VIEW EPISODE

12/07/2019

Enterprise in the space economy - Europe’s expanding
business frontier
Business Planet explores the increasing number of opportunities for
innovative small firms and start-ups working in Europe’s booming
space economy.
VIEW EPISODE
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28/06/2019

Social innovation: when business becomes a force
for good
Business Planet travels to Paris to see how one company is making a
big difference by turning piles of the city’s food waste into renewable
energy.
VIEW EPISODE

14/06/2019

Europe’s flourishing bioeconomy
Business Planet travels to Finland to see how firms are making a
positive difference with sustainable products.

VIEW EPISODE

31/05/2019

The network empowering businesses to go global
Business Planet looks at how one European business network is
helping small and medium sized firms innovate and succeed overseas.

VIEW EPISODE

17/05/2019

The power of business clusters
Business Planet travels to the Czech Republic to see how one
nanotechnology cluster is helping SMEs scale-up and go international.

VIEW EPISODE

Back to
summary
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Europe’s Children of ISIS
The "Europe’s Children of ISIS" documentary
sheds light on the young lives left behind
by the terrorist organisation.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 30 minutes
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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Discover Sanya
Discover Sanya is a new series that will explore Sanya’s
culture, tourist attractions, lifestyle and investment
opportunities. Meet the locals and the expats
who have chosen to put down roots in this coastal
city in the south of China’s Hainan Province.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 4 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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20/01/2020

Sanya is embracing eco-tourism to help protect
this tropical destination
Sanya, on China’s Hainan Island, doesn’t struggle to attract tourists,
with its stunning mountains, rainforests and coastline.

VIEW EPISODE

06/01/2020

Sanya’s going global: an increasing number of companies
have chosen the city to put down roots
Sanya on China’s Hainan Island is already well known on home soil.
But now this tropical destination is going global, attracting more
international companies and investment.
VIEW EPISODE

23/12/2019

China’s tourist hotspot takes its place on
the international stage
The annual Hainan Island International Film Festival drew top names
from China and across the globe including the British film director
Simon West, who was visiting for the first time.
VIEW EPISODE

11/11/2019

Living the expat life in Sanya
Euronews met up with expats working in all sorts of industries
ranging from tourism to teaching.

VIEW EPISODE

21/10/2019

Hainan is proving a favourite to European holiday makers
Sanya has also become a tropical retreat for visitors, looking to
relax and rejuvenate.

VIEW EPISODE
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18/10/2019

French Riviera hosts 4th France-China Cultural forum,
with resort of Sanya in spotlight
Euronews travelled to Nice to take part in the 4th edition of the
Franco-Chinese Cultural forum.

VIEW EPISODE

30/09/2019

Sanya - tourist activity hotspot in the South China Sea
Discover why Sanya is a huge favourite among tourists looking
for an adventure.

VIEW EPISODE

26/08/2019

Traditions and customs dating back generations can be
found in Sanya on China’s Hainan island
Explore Sanya’s rich heritage.

VIEW EPISODE

29/07/2019

Sanya on China’s Hainan island offers a unique cultural
experience as well as a tropical paradise
Discover how Sanya has become a magnet for a growing number
of tourists.

VIEW EPISODE

Back to
summary
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Explore
Explore covers topics as diverse as
culture, heritage, cuisine, sports and lifestyle.
Explore is a melting pot of experiences,
an eye opener on the world.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 5 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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11/03/2020

Markets, coffee and street art: discovering Zagreb's secret
delights
Euronews takes a tour of the Croatian capital to ample some of
the delights that are attracting scores of tourists to the southern
European city.
VIEW EPISODE

28/02/2020

Dubai's Heart of Europe: Luxury resort with the ultimate
'wow' factor
The Heart of Europe is a plush paradise home to the world's first
climate-controlled resort with more than 100,000 corals and marine
life and 1,500 year old Andalucian Olive trees.
VIEW EPISODE

06/12/2019

From kayaking to fitness workouts: Dubai enriches
its offer for the health conscious traveller
With its untamed environment and rugged landscape, Hatta is the
picture-perfect destination.

VIEW EPISODE

05/11/2019

Did you know Dubai is the fith most instagrammed city
in the world?
Find out what makes the city so Instagram-friendly.

VIEW EPISODE

21/10/2019

How do Okinawans live longer than anyone else?
Find out more about the islands that have the largest number of
centenarians in the world.

VIEW EPISODE
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19/10/2019

Yokohama: Japan’s harbour city
This episode of Metropolitans highlights the best of what Yokohama
has to offer, from a thriving culinary scene to its unexpected jazz
scene.

VIEW EPISODE

24/09/2019

On the Menu: A culinary tour of Shanghai
Metropolitans explore this buzzing mega-city - sampling some of
its gastronomic delights.

VIEW EPISODE

26/08/2019

Visiting Dubai’s many museums
Find out more about the city’s museums and hidden gems.

VIEW EPISODE

27/06/2019

Dubai’s coolest indoor attractions offer a break from
the summer heat
Life takes you on a tour of the best undercover attractions the city
has to offer.

VIEW EPISODE

08/05/2019

Keeping tradition alive in Dubai
Life takes a look at how Dubai has managed to preserve its Bedouin
culture alive.

VIEW EPISODE
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18/03/2019

Dubai’s best beaches: where to play and surf in the famous
seaside city
Find out more about the best beaches in the city.

VIEW EPISODE

27/03/2019

A tour of Minsk as it gears up for European games
Discover the best kept secrets of the city, from its old town to its
fascinating art scene.

VIEW EPISODE

Back to
summary
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Focus
During Focus, an event or current affairs issue
is put under the spotlight for an in-depth analysis.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 5 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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11/06/2020

Humanitarian hub plays key role in COVID-19 response
Focus explores Dubai’s International Humanitarian City to see
the vital role it is playing in the response to COVID-19 and other
humanitarian crisis.

VIEW EPISODE

08/04/2020

A growing appetite for local, sustainable food produce
in the United Arab Emirates

Sustainability and reducing waste are growing trends in many parts
of the world and now, so too, is the issue of food security.

VIEW EPISODE

24/01/2020

Dubai acts to stem the tide of single use plastic
Almost 90 million air passengers pass through Dubai each year,
bringing 5,500 tonnes of plastic. But attitudes are changing.

VIEW EPISODE

16/12/2019

New era for Benidorm as resort embraces sustainability
Known for its spectacular beaches, iconic skyline and lively
summer life, Benidorm is on a mission to improve its sustainability
and inclusion.

VIEW EPISODE

13/12/2019

Health innovations - the young Europeans dreaming up
creative solutions for healthcare
To come up with “out of the box” ideas on future public health
policies, 60 young professionals met in Brussels for the 5th European
Health Parliament.
VIEW EPISODE
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04/12/2019

Innovation Radar Prize 2019 - 4D Hybrid Project
Discover the 4D Hybrid project, a prototype developed by researchers
in robotics, dynamics and mechatronics.

VIEW EPISODE

20/11/2019

Dubai’s bid to make bureaucratic backlogs a thing
of the past
One leading expert at GITEX, Gulf Information Technology Exhibition
in Dubai describes how smart cities can become the body of an
Artificially Intelligent mind.
VIEW EPISODE

20/11/2019

Empowering rural women in Africa under the spotlight
at the African Women’s Forum
The 2019 African Women’s Forum drew together government leaders,
policymakers, business leaders and NGO’s from Africa and around
the world.
VIEW EPISODE

14/11/2019

South Africa’s €90 billion investment drive
An inside look into the second South Africa Investment Conference
in Johannesburg.

VIEW EPISODE

30/10/2019

Qingdao’s multinational summit attracts more investment
for China
An inside look into Qingdao’s first multinational summit.

VIEW EPISODE
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30/10/2019

Russia and Africa: working towards a win-win partnership
An inside look into the Russia-Africa Summit held in Sochi.

VIEW EPISODE

30/09/2019

Building dialogue, trust and partnership; the meeting
of speakers of parliaments begins in Nursultan
An inside look into the 4th international conference of speakers of
parliaments of Eurasian countries.

VIEW EPISODE

10/09/2019

Animal conservation "a government priority",
says United Arab Emirates
Dubai and the United Arab Emirates are making animal conservation
a government priority as more animals face extinction globally.

VIEW EPISODE

10/09/2019

South Africa wants to lead the 4th Industrial Revolution
An inside look into The World Economic Forum on Africa which
took place in Cape Town.

VIEW EPISODE

05/09/2019

Democratic Republic of Congo boosts business ties
with Japan
Top African business leaders joined heads of state and government
at the 7th Tokyo International Conference on African Development.

VIEW EPISODE
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30/08/2019

Tatarstan brings in skills and investors
Discover Kazan, the booming capital of Russia’s Republic of Tatarstan.

VIEW EPISODE

19/08/2019

Turkmenistan hosts the 1st Caspian Economic Forum
focused on boosting industry, trade and tourism
An inside look into the first Caspian Economic Forum.

VIEW EPISODE

07/08/2019

African entrepreneurs encouraged to unlock
their continent’s potential
The Tony Elumelu entrepreneurship forum in Abuja, Nigeria brought
together thousands of would-be entrepreneurs and potential
investors.
VIEW EPISODE

15/07/2019

Saving the world site by site - World Heritage Committee
meets in Baku
Find out what happened during the UNESCO’s annual World Heritage
Committee meeting.

VIEW EPISODE

11/07/2019

Find out why medical tourism is big business in Dubai
Focus takes an in-depth look at the medical tourism industry in Dubai.

VIEW EPISODE
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03/07/2019

Crans Montana forum talks peace, development
and stability in Geneva
Find out what was discussed at this years’ Crans Montana Forum
in Geneva.

VIEW EPISODE

02/07/2019

Georgia on their minds: why tourists are flocking
to the Black Sea
Find out the hidden gems of Batumi, winner of the Europe’s Leading
Emerging Tourism Destination award at the World Travel Awards.

VIEW EPISODE

06/06/2019

Football for Friendship: Sportsmanship has no borders
Find out what happened during the Football for Friendship social
programme.

VIEW EPISODE

06/06/2019

Mauritius hosts the Africa and Indian Ocean gala
of the World Travel Awards
An inside look into The World Travel Awards in Mauritius.

VIEW EPISODE

03/06/2019

Football for Friendship sets world record
for multiculturalism
Children from 57 countries converged to form new friendships and
learn the benefits of playing football.

VIEW EPISODE
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Futuris
The Futuris program offers the latest news
on technical & scientific research projects across
Europe in a series of small video episodes
and web reports.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 4 minutes
Frequency: Weekly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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29/06/2020

The European projects pooling data to defeat COVID-19
Futuris travels to Marseille and Cambridge to look at two European
projects pooling and sharing data to help the scientific community
beat COVID-19.

VIEW EPISODE

22/06/2020

Virology and physics join forces to beat COVID-19
Futuris explores how researchers are using tools from the field of
physics and other scientific disciplines to help better understand
COVID-19.

VIEW EPISODE

15/06/2020

Artificial Intelligence: how man and machine
are progressively working as one
Futuris looks at how the relationship between man and machine in
modern manufacturing is evolving through the adoption of Artificial
Intelligence and automation.
VIEW EPISODE

08/06/2020

COVID-19: Could AI and supercomputers unlock
the pathogen puzzle?
Futuris looks at how Artificial Intelligence and High Performance
Computing are helping in the fight against COVID-19.

VIEW EPISODE

01/06/2020

Podastic! The ICU device safely transporting COVID-19
patients
Futuris looks at a new Norwegian medical device that can safely
transport patients with highly infectious diseases such as Ebola
and COVID-19.
VIEW EPISODE
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25/05/2020

Powerful properties: how tobacco is being used to fight
COVID-19
Futuris takes a look at how scientists in Spain are using tobacco
and molecular farming to help create tailor-made vaccines and
antibodies.
VIEW EPISODE

18/05/2020

Engineering bacteria to defeat disease
Futuris investigates how scientists are treating respiratory disease
with synthetic vaccines developed from bacteria.

VIEW EPISODE

11/05/2020

Europe supercharges research in the battle against
COVID-19
In this episode of Futuris the team examine what Europe is doing
to boost funding for research and innovation in the fight against
COVID-19.
VIEW EPISODE

06/04/2020

The new AI system safeguarding premature babies from
infection
Researchers in Rennes are developing a new digital system to detect
infections in premature babies and help safeguard them.

VIEW EPISODE

30/03/2020

How can we balance urbanisation with protecting
the environment and quality of life?
By 2050 around 80% of the world's population will be living in
urban areas.

VIEW EPISODE
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23/03/2020

Smart farming: how technology is improving animal
welfare and efficiency in agriculture
In the Péloponnèse region of southern Greece, some of the olive
trees are a hundred years old and have been farmed via tried and
tested methods over the decades.
VIEW EPISODE

16/03/2020

Capturing CO2: How to reduce carbon dioxide emissions
from the cement industry
Researchers looking into how to improve the situation have designed
and built an experimental plant at a cement factory in Belgium to
try to find solutions.
VIEW EPISODE

09/03/2020

How EU funding is changing the face of Latvian innovation
At the University of Latvia in Riga, the face of innovation is drastically
changing.

VIEW EPISODE

02/03/2020

Light, lifelike and affordable: EU researchers develop
innovative bionic hand
Recently, a promising new project in development at the Italian
Institute of Technology (IIT) could offer new hope for those whom
ordinary hand movement is naught but a pipe dream.
VIEW EPISODE

24/02/2020

The Green Revolution - faster, cheaper and more efficient
telescopic wind turbines
This turbine has been designed with a special telescopic technology
that reportedly allows for a faster, more efficient and cheaper
installation within the marine environment.
VIEW EPISODE
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17/02/2020

Could seaweed be the fuel of the future?
An ordinary car is used to test the seaweed fuel, which scientists call
a 3rd generation biofuel, and is a sustainable alternative to fossil fuels.

VIEW EPISODE

10/02/2020

Technology being developed in Poland aims at
transforming the lives of people with disabilities
A unique innovation project that aims at transforming the lives of
people with profound intellectual and multiple disabilities is being
developed by scientists in Poland.
VIEW EPISODE

03/02/2020

Miracle of nature: Trappist monks turn waste into water
Trappist monks in the Netherlands are turning brewing waste into
pure, clean drinking water, thanks to a combination of modern
technology and nature itself.

VIEW EPISODE

27/01/2020

Climate control: Stockholm named world’s smartest
city as it aims for carbon positive footprint
Sweden’s capital Stockholm plans to be carbon positive by 2040.

VIEW EPISODE

20/01/2020

Could jellyfish be the answer to fighting ocean pollution?
Researchers in Slovenia believe we could take advantage of the
proliferation of jellyfish, especially because their potential to clean
up the oceans.

VIEW EPISODE
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13/01/2020

Hybrid 3D printer robots are making the manufacturing
of European industrial components 40% faster
European scientists working on the Kraken Project in Spain are
looking into how and to what extent the 3D robots can improve the
efficiency and competitiveness of the European automotive and
construction industry.
VIEW EPISODE

06/01/2020

Rags to riches: uncovering the hidden value in your
old clothes
Meet the European researchers turning discarded textiles into
materials such as glucose, glycol or acids that can be used in the
biochemical industry.
VIEW EPISODE

16/12/2019

Scientists unearth the secrets of mushroom compost
More than 1 million tonnes are grown in the European Union each
year, producing a healthy, low-fat, high protein food that’s also rich
in minerals and vitamins.

VIEW EPISODE

09/12/2019

How Industry 4.0 is changing relationships between man
and machine
The fourth industrial revolution - Industry 4.0 - is already on the
way to becoming a reality.

VIEW EPISODE

02/12/2019

Liquid windows and the energy-efficient buildings
of tomorrow
On this episode of Futuris, we look at groundbreaking new technology
that could hold the key to energy-efficient buildings of the future.
We went to Sofia, Bulgaria, to find out how it works.
VIEW EPISODE
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25/11/2019

Meet Ellen, the world's largest E-ferry, connecting
two Danish islands without emitting any CO2
For a few months now, Ellen has been connecting two Danish islands.
But what's different about this ferry's passage is she does this
without noise or smoke.
VIEW EPISODE

28/10/2019

Discover the spray used by Belgian police to train
specialist dogs at airports
Find out how the Belgian police trained specialist dogs to detect
the explosive TATP.

VIEW EPISODE

21/10/2019

Walking through time: how AI is rebuilding centuries-old
Europe
Experts from across Europe have gathered in Dresden to find ways
of using the continent’s wealth of historical documents to create a
picture of the past.
VIEW EPISODE

14/10/2019

The deep-rooted truth about chicory root
Discover the plant’s healing qualities in our latest episode of Futuris.

VIEW EPISODE

07/10/2019

How technology is influencing the future of food
and housing - whilst respecting the environment
Futuris takes a look at how the agricultural sector prepares to face
the increase in food demand in the near future.

VIEW EPISODE
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30/09/2019

New exoskeleton to beat low back pain
Futuris takes a look at this prototype designed to prevent people
from developing low back pain.

VIEW EPISODE

23/09/2019

Are videogames the future of Parkinson’s disease
treatment?
In this episode of Futuris, we see if apps and video games can help
in the treatment and early diagnosis of Parkinson’s disease.

VIEW EPISODE

16/09/2019

The scientists who are "struck" by lightning
Scientists are working in the Swiss mountains to develop a laserbased technology that could prevent lightning related casualties.

VIEW EPISODE

09/09/2019

Rising from the rubble: how to turn construction
waste into the building blocks of the future
Researchers in Spain and Italy are developing a range of new materials
from waste that would once have ended up in landfill.

VIEW EPISODE

09/09/2019

Robots, drones and the future of farming
Futuris visits a hazelnut orchard in Italy to see how the new generation
of robots can help farmers and agronomists make agriculture cheaper
and more environmentally friendly.

VIEW EPISODE
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26/08/2019

How microalgae can treat wastewater and turn it
into a valuable resource
Scientists believe that photosynthesis is also a valuable resource in
the treatment of wastewater.

VIEW EPISODE

29/07/2019

Quantum tech promises "unhackable" phones
and super-secure networks
The innovations we reveal in this episode of Futuris are being
developed within the 1-billion € EU’s Quantum Flagship initiative.

VIEW EPISODE

22/07/2019

Replacing white sticks with electronic devices:
new technologies for the visually impaired
In this episode, Futuris looks at how translating images into sounds
can be a valuable navigation tool for blind people.

VIEW EPISODE

15/07/2019

Safe, cheap and sustainable: Clean water technology
for Africa
Meet the African and European scientists working together to find
ways to disinfect water for domestic use in remote, isolated places
in Africa.
VIEW EPISODE

08/07/2019

How technology is creating a safer and more
environmentally-friendly future for mining
European projects are helping to make mining safer and cleaner
by taking existing technologies and applying them to the context
of mining.
VIEW EPISODE
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01/07/2019

Scotland explores new avenues for energy self-sufficiency
Meet the European researchers working to find out if hydrogen can
meet the energy demands on remote, isolated territories.

VIEW EPISODE

24/06/2019

Abandon ship! How technology is coming to the rescue
of the cruise industry
Researchers and cruise companies are working together to test a
wireless system that is able to track and account for every passenger.

VIEW EPISODE

17/06/2019

Europe’s mining industry: Changing the way mines
are excavated
There’s now a solution that could revolutionize the length of time
and cost of mineral analysis.

VIEW EPISODE

10/06/2019

The acid test: New way to recover resources from
industrial waste
Find out more on new ways to recondition and recycle used acid.

VIEW EPISODE

03/06/2019

I-React is an app that could save lives during natural
disasters
Find out more on the new app aiming to prepare for and respond
to situations relating to natural disasters.

VIEW EPISODE
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The Global Conversation
The Global Conversation is a platform on which
Euronews questions high profile guests, from Heads
of State to policy-makers about politics, business
and culture in Europe.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 8 minutes or 20 minutes
Frequency: Monthly / Bi-monthly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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18/06/2020

COVID-19 is an opportunity for economic structural
change, says Eurogroup chief Centeno
Eurogroup President Mário Centeno speaks to Euronews' Isabel da
Silva about the rescue measures he and other eurozone finance
chiefs are taking to tackle the economic havoc caused by COVID-19.
VIEW EPISODE

16/06/2020

China's rise makes transatlantic bond 'even more important',
warns NATO chief
In this episode of The Global Conversation Euronews' Darren
McCaffrey speaks to NATO Secretary-General Jens Stoltenberg
about a host of issues.
VIEW EPISODE

11/06/2020

Coronavirus: "Throw everything you've got at it!" insists
OECD chief
The Global Conversation speaks to OECD Secretary-General José
Ángel Gurría about the economic fallout prompted by the coronavirus
pandemic.
VIEW EPISODE

11/06/2020

Coronavirus: "There will be enough financial firepower
to cope," insists EU's budget chief
The Global Conversation speaks to Europe's Budget chief, Johannes
Hann.

VIEW EPISODE

20/05/2020

Coronavirus: no ''mini-Schengens", warns EU chief
European Commission Vice President Margaritis Schinas talks to
the Global Conversation about the future of the EU's border-free
travel Schengen zone.

VIEW EPISODE
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07/05/2020

Coronavirus exacerbating ''disordered world'' warns EU's
top diplomat
In an exclusive interview with Euronews, the EU's foreign policy
chief Josep Borrell discusses a host of issues, including Europe's
diplomatic ties with China, the US and the global impact of Covid-19.
VIEW EPISODE

10/04/2020

UNHCR warns social and economic consequences
of pandemic may be worse than health impact
The UN High Commissioner for Refugees has told Euronews he fears
the social and economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic could
be worse than its health consequences.
VIEW EPISODE

09/04/2020

Coronavirus: an unprecedented challenge to democracy?
The coronavirus pandemic has plunged Europe into crisis-mode
again. How the bloc responds to the emergency is being closely
scrutinised.

VIEW EPISODE

07/04/2020

"We're all in a war against COVID-19 together"
The European Union has found itself at the epicenter of the
coronavirus pandemic, pushing health systems to the limit and
leaving the continent on lockdown.

VIEW EPISODE

03/04/2020

"No single country will be left behind in this crisis" says EU
Commissioner for Internal Market
Those were the words of the man at the heart of the EU's fight
against the coronavirus pandemic, EU Commissioner for Internal
Market, Thierry Breton.
VIEW EPISODE
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27/03/2020

COVID-19 crisis is an 'enormous responsibility' for the EU,
Italy's Luigi Di Maio tells Euronews
For Global Conversation, Italy’s Foreign Secretary Luigi Di Maio told
Euronews about the country's response to the crisis.

VIEW EPISODE

25/03/2020

We need a 'war economy' to deal with COVID-19 crisis,
UN chief Antonio Guterres tells Euronews
Euronews interviewed the UN secretary-general, in which he called
for a clear and coordinated global response to the coronavirus crisis.

VIEW EPISODE

05/03/2020

EU's youngest commissioner on how to turn climate crisis
around
Commissioner for Environment, Oceans and Fisheries Virginijus
Sinkevičius is launching a new Global Coalition for Biodiversity at
World Wild Life Day in Monaco.
VIEW EPISODE

20/02/2020

"This EU budget proposal is bad", Portugal's PM António
Costa tells Euronews
Portugal's Prime Minister has hit out at a proposal on how to finance
the European Union in the coming years.

VIEW EPISODE

19/02/2020

Let UK nationals keep EU citizenship, says London
mayor Sadiq Khan
London Mayor Sadiq Khan is calling on the European Union and
British Prime Minister Boris Johnson to allow UK nationals to keep
their EU citizenship.
VIEW EPISODE
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17/02/2020

Back to Earth: astronaut Luca Parmitano reflects
on his 6-month mission on board the ISS
The Global Conversation spoke to Luca Parmitano about space travel.

VIEW EPISODE

04/02/2020

“Non-proliferation of nuclear weapons is a sovereign
decision of a state”, says head of IAEA
Global Conversation spoke to the director-general of the International
Atomic Energy Agency is Rafael Mariano Rossi.

VIEW EPISODE

29/01/2020

Liliana Segre: Auschwitz survivor talks about
her experience
Global Conversation spoke to Liliana Segre to discuss her experience
of the concentration camp and the life she led afterwards.

VIEW EPISODE

24/01/2020

Brexit can be good for Europe, says Finland's foreign
minister
Brexit could have a beneficial effect on the European Union and help
pull the bloc together, Finland's foreign minister has told Euronews.

VIEW EPISODE

23/01/2020

Serbia committed to joining European Union,
says President Aleksandar Vučić
Serbia’s President Aleksandar Vučić says his government remains
committed to joining the European Union, but still has no idea of
a timeframe.
VIEW EPISODE
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16/01/2020

EU steps in with fund to ease the cost of going green
European Commission chief Ursula Von der Leyen discusses how
she has made the fight against climate change a priority.

VIEW EPISODE

18/11/2019

Climate crisis requires wartime-style mobilisation,
says Nobel-winning economist Joseph Stiglitz
Joseph Stiglitz discusses climate change and the urgency of an
immediate action to confront the issue.

VIEW EPISODE

13/11/2019

Euronews interviews EU parliament chief David Sassoli
David Sassoli discusses the controversies facing the European
Parliament.

VIEW EPISODE

12/11/2019

German Finance Minister Olaf Scholz talks about Europe’s
economic future
Olaf Scholz discusses the impact of trade tensions over the European
economy.

VIEW EPISODE

05/11/2019

The new mayor of Budapest - Gergely Karacsony
talks about the changes in Hungary’s political scene
Gergely Karacsony discusses is plans as the new mayor of Budapest.

VIEW EPISODE
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02/11/2019

Croatia and the Schengen zone: find out how the country
will protect its borders
Andrej Plenkovic discusses the country’s achievements and the
next challenges.

VIEW EPISODE

31/10/2019

Zaev warns: EU accession halt could cause a rise
of nationalism in the Balkans
Zoran Zaev discusses France’s veto against the opening of EU
accession talks with the Republic of North Macedonia and Albania.

VIEW EPISODE

28/10/2019

Huawei CEO: "US companies will suffer the most"
Zhengfei Ren discusses Huawei being on a US trade blacklist and
facing global scrutiny.

VIEW EPISODE

10/10/2019

IMF managing director forecasts growth "slowdown"
in the next year
Kristalina Georgieva discusses the reasons for the projected slowdown
in growth in the global economy.

VIEW EPISODE

04/10/2019

Ireland’s first female Ombudsman Emily O’Reilly
on democracy and transparency within the EU
Emily O’Reilly shares her opinions on democracy and transpa-rency
within the EU.

VIEW EPISODE
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26/09/2019

Economic disillusionment feeds nationalism,
says economist Thomas Piketty
Thomas Piketty addresses economic inequalities, through a
comparative and historical journey with his new book.

VIEW EPISODE

16/09/2019

EU commissioner Johannes Hahn defends controversial
"European way of life" portfolio
Johannes Hahn discusses the issues that Europe faces today.

VIEW EPISODE

12/09/2019

Jean-Claude Juncker: "Brexit is failure of Britain,
not the European Union"
Jean-Claude Juncker discusses the origins of the United Kingdom’s
decision to leave the EU.

VIEW EPISODE

11/09/2019

Avramopoulos: EU/Turkey migrants deal must survive
Dimitris Avramopoulos discusses migration policies in the EU.

VIEW EPISODE

28/08/2019

Very realistic and very ambitious: Georgia’s push
toward Europe
Salomé Zourabichvili discusses Georgia’s will to push toward closer
ties with Europe.

VIEW EPISODE
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24/08/2019

US stance on Iran nuclear deal is a threat to Europe — Zarif
Mohammad Javad Zarif discusses Europe’s independence from the
United States regarding Iran’s nuclear deal.

VIEW EPISODE

15/06/2019

President of Kazakhstan took EU advice on political
transformation - Euronews exclusive
Kassym-Jomart Tokayev discusses his plans to achieve political
transformation in his country.

VIEW EPISODE
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Inspire Africa
Inspire Africa explores Africa’s rising potential
and delivers uplifting stories of millions of women,
men and major players who innovate and drive
growth on the continent.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 10 minutes
Frequency: Monthly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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27/05/2020

Cultural showcase, Media for the deaf, and Anti covid-19
comedy
Though the world is affected by the coronavirus pandemic, inspiring
stories still abound all around us.

VIEW EPISODE

18/11/2019

Young Nigerians embracing savings and investment
Inspire Africa heads to Lagos to understand the newfound interest
by young Nigerians in digital financial services.

VIEW EPISODE

28/10/2019

Start Lab, hub for Congo’s young entrepreneurs
Find out more about Start Lab, a private incubator that hosts
innovative start-ups in different sectors.

VIEW EPISODE

15/10/2019

Congo’s fashion and make up fiesta
Discover the best of African fashion in Congo.

VIEW EPISODE

30/09/2019

NBA jnr league basketball takes off in Morocco
Find out more about the jnr. NBA program and OCP group.

VIEW EPISODE
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16/09/2019

Reforesting Ivory Coast through Seedballs
Inspire Africa met up with Sarah Traboulsi an Ivorian entrepreneur
with a vision for reforesting her country’s environment.

VIEW EPISODE

12/08/2019

From chalkboard drawing of Ms Word to real computers
Inspire Africa met up with a school teacher in Ghana after Microsoft
gave away laptops to further the students’ education.

VIEW EPISODE

30/07/2019

Spike in use of sport bikes in Cameroon
Inspire Africa heads to Cameroon to understand the rise of the use
of sport bikes

VIEW EPISODE

13/07/2019

Recycling fish waste into leather
Inspire Africa heads to Morocco to see how one company gives
second life to fish waste.

VIEW EPISODE

24/06/2019

Madagascar’s last erotic sculptor
This edition of Inspire Africa explores the erotic funerary art amongst
the Sakalava people in Madagascar.

VIEW EPISODE
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09/06/2019

Young Nigerian graduate supporting Boko Haram victims
Inspire Africa heads to Nigeria to meet with Wadi Ben Hirki, a young
women who has chosen to make a difference in the lives of children
and women.

VIEW EPISODE

20/05/2019

Shifting careers: From banking to making pancakes
In this edition of Inspire Africa, an Ivorian entrepreneur who owns
several pastry shops in Abidjan shares his tips to successfully
changing careers and sustaining a business.

VIEW EPISODE

17/05/2019

Revolutionising storytelling in Mozambique
This episode of Inspire Africa explores how storytelling and performing
arts are shifting gears in Mozambique.

VIEW EPISODE

07/05/2019

Sustainable dairy products made in Mali
Inspire Africa is in Mali to find out more about the young entrepreneur
creating a sustainable ecosystem for herders and farmers in his
country.

VIEW EPISODE
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Inspire Middle East
Inspire Middle East showcases new voices, cutting-edge
innovation and vibrant storytelling from across
the business and cultural spectrum, connecting people
in the MENA region with those around the world.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 12 minutes
Frequency: Weekly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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26/06/2020

How has Caracalla Dance Theatre influenced culture
in the Middle East?
Lebanese-born Abdel-Halim Caracalla created the Caracalla Dance
Theatre during an era when pursuing a career in the expressive arts
was not the norm.
VIEW EPISODE

19/06/2020

Why might UAE university applications spike in the wake
of global pandemic?
The UAE’s e-learning programme will come to an end with the
resumption of the academic year on August 30, according to the
Ministry of Education.
VIEW EPISODE

12/06/2020

What will prompt Gulf energy companies to merge
post-pandemic?
Worldwide lockdowns, shrinking demand and a supply glut have sent
shockwaves through the oil & gas sector, plus oil-reliant economies
in the Middle East.
VIEW EPISODE

05/06/2020

UAE authorities tackle rising cybercrime during COVID-19
pandemic
Big Data, blockchain and the Internet of things (IoT) have positively
disrupted many Middle East and North African societies, economies
and industries in recent years.
VIEW EPISODE

22/05/2020

How are UAE initiatives helping low-income families
amidst pandemic?
Charitable initiatives have been launched at the federal level of
government in the United Arab Emirates, to support the population
of 9.6 million people during the COVID-19 pandemic.
VIEW EPISODE
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15/05/2020

Meditation & daily naps, one entrepreneur's tips for
remote working in the UAE
A Gallup poll of recent years, suggests that only around 15% of the
world’s full-time workers are truly engaged.

VIEW EPISODE

08/05/2020

Outspoken Libyan princess Alia Al Senussi supports
‘New Saudi’ art scene
As a Libyan princess raised in exile, Alia Al Senussi, has never let her
family’s ousting from the throne and their homeland in the 1960s,
define her.
VIEW EPISODE

01/05/2020

How to make money in a pandemic: Buy ‘stay-at-home'
stocks?
During this unique time in history, some stock market analysts
believe that the COVID-19 pandemic has the potential to change
the investment landscape forever.
VIEW EPISODE

24/04/2020

How are MENA athletes reacting to the delay of the 2020
Tokyo Olympics?
For the first time in its 124-year history, the Olympic Games have
been delayed due to the coronavirus pandemic.

VIEW EPISODE

17/04/2020

Clean energy, mangroves and fish stocks: How is the UAE
preserving its nature?
The woody mangroves of Jubail Island in Abu Dhabi have become
a hub for biodiversity along the UAE’s coastline.

VIEW EPISODE
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10/04/2020

Activist Kerry Kennedy says the Middle East region
is in transition
During her time in the UAE capital, Kennedy shared her thoughts
on the Middle East and North Africa’s current social, political and
economic landscape.
VIEW EPISODE

03/04/2020

‘Kokoro’ is celebrity chef Nobu Matsuhisa’s secret
ingredient
Chef Nobu Matsuhisa is arguably one of the most famous global
names associated with high-end, innovative Japanese cuisine.

VIEW EPISODE

27/03/2020

Deepak Chopra advises on how to cope with stress
in times of crisis
For decades, 73-year-old Deepak Chopra has extolled the health
benefits of spiritual practices.

VIEW EPISODE

20/03/2020

Explorer Sir Ranulph Fiennes tells his favourite tales from
the Middle East
The adventurer, fundraiser and public speaker has also authored
more than 20 books, chronicling his expeditions.

VIEW EPISODE

13/03/2020

IGCF: What are the best practices in government
communication?
The 9th edition of International Government Communication Forum
brought together global communication experts to explore best
practices in the field.
VIEW EPISODE
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06/03/2020

Journalist Baria Alamuddin discusses women’s rights &
daughter Amal Clooney
To gain regional insight into female empowerment and progress in
the Middle East and North Africa, Inspire Middle East spoke to a
shining example of female accomplishment.
VIEW EPISODE

28/02/2020

Ras Al Khaimah Fine Arts Festival spotlights Emirati
& international talent
Marking its eighth edition, the Ras Al Khaimah Fine Arts Festival
(RAFAF) showcased talented local and international artists,
photographers and filmmakers this year.
VIEW EPISODE

21/02/2020

Milken Summit: Saudi’s Prince Turki talks Iran relations
& G20 Presidency
Find more about the Milken Institute Middle East and Africa summit
2020 in Abu Dhabi.

VIEW EPISODE

14/02/2020

Abu Dhabi celebrates 250 years of Beethoven with
the Hamburg Symphony Orchestra
As part of the UAE’s cultural calendar called "Abu Dhabi Classics",
more than 75 professionals came from Germany to the UAE capital
to mark the occasion.
VIEW EPISODE

07/02/2020

UAE’s first Indian female doctor, Dr. Zulekha tells her story
Dr. Zulekha helped lay the foundation stones for the UAE’s healthcare
system back in the 1960's and conducting daily hospital rounds is
her secret to energy and zest for life.

VIEW EPISODE
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31/01/2020

World No.1 Brooks Koepka talks tactics ahead of Abu
Dhabi Golf Championship
The Abu Dhabi Golf Championship saw England’s Lee Westwood
lift the falcon trophy, marking four European Tour title wins, in four
successive decades.
VIEW EPISODE

24/01/2020

Global energy demand debated at Abu Dhabi
Sustainability Week
Gathering heads of state, ministers and energy innovators together
in the UAE capital, Abu Dhabi Sustainability Week ran from January
11-18th.
VIEW EPISODE

17/01/2020

Catalan-Spanish conductor Jordi Savall enthralls
UAE audiences
Award-winning Catalan-Spanish conductor and musician Jordi Savall,
performed at Abu Dhabi’s Cultural Foundation theatre this month.

VIEW EPISODE

10/01/2020

"Palace of the Nation": Qasr Al Watan attracts visitors
to Abu Dhabi
One of the UAE’s latest cultural landmarks, Qasr Al Watan, is a place
that translates from Arabic to mean, the ‘Palace of the Nation’.

VIEW EPISODE

13/12/2019

Sharjah Entrepreneurship Festival: Akon & Kanye West
to run in US elections?
The two-day Sharjah Entrepreneurship Festival was an opportunity
for business leaders and budding entrepreneurs to brainstorm, upskill
their talents and even raise a little capital.
VIEW EPISODE
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06/12/2019

Abu Dhabi Youth Hub opens, UAE Youth Minister talks
new challenges and initiatives
Discover the newly opened Abu Dhabi Youth Hub.

VIEW EPISODE

03/12/2019

Abu Dhabi Art spotlights French-Tunisian calligraffiti
artist El Seed
One of the highlights of this year’s event, an initiative called After
Dark allowed art lovers to take remote control of a camera-equipped
robot and visit the exhibits during the afterhours.
VIEW EPISODE

24/11/2019

World Tolerance Summit: Saudi Princess says
Islamophobia is "a mindset"
The two-day event gathered global diplomats, academics and faith
leaders from more than 100 countries together to push for peace
and understanding.
VIEW EPISODE

15/11/2019

UNIDO General Conference in Abu Dhabi highlights
private sector collaboration, decarbonisation
Every two years, the top policymaking body of the United Nations
Industrial Development Organisation gather to discuss global industry
and manufacturing.
VIEW EPISODE

08/11/2019

SIBF: Letters to a Young Muslim author Omar Saif
Ghobash talks freedom to write
An inside look into the Sharjah International Book Fair.

VIEW EPISODE
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01/11/2019

Amazon.ae relates running a regional e-commerce giant
to basketball
Ronaldo Mouchawar discusses what’s next following Souq’s
acquisition by Amazon.

VIEW EPISODE

25/10/2019

Al Habtoor Chairman criticizes Trump and welcomes
UAE income tax
Khalaf Al Habtoor discusses politics, business, and his family.

VIEW EPISODE

18/10/2019

Egyptian comedian Bassem Youssef: "Nobody should
be above satire"
Bassem Youssef spoke to Euronews about spreading his political
satire beyond the Arab world.

VIEW EPISODE

11/10/2019

How to reach consumers through social media?
GITEX experts answer
As the number of people on social media increases, using online
platforms to reach consumers is a growing trend for brands around
the world.
VIEW EPISODE

04/10/2019

Action man Steven Seagal and actress Hend Sabry attend
El Gouna Film Festival
During the 9-day run of Egypt’s 3rd edition of the El Gouna Film
Festival, Hollywood actors rubbed shoulders with regional movie
stars.
VIEW EPISODE
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27/09/2019

Local communities help UNESCO restore war-torn MENA
heritage sites
Dr Shadia Touqan spoke with Euronews about how architects and
environmental scientists must work closely together to safeguard
the region’s historical sites.
VIEW EPISODE

13/09/2019

Politician Paula Yacoubian says she risks her life fighting
Lebanese corruption and garbage crisis
Euronews meets with Paula Yacoubian to discuss the future of
Lebanese politics.

VIEW EPISODE

06/09/2019

Celebrity Syrian designer Rami Al Ali says rules of couture
have changed
Rami Al Ali talks to Euronews about the launch of his fall/winter
collection of soft-silhouetted gowns.

VIEW EPISODE

09/08/2019

Khalil Gibran musical The Broken Wings makes regional
debut at Lebanon’s Beiteddine Art Festival
An inside look into the festival’s highlights.

VIEW EPISODE

02/08/2019

Co-founder of Atari, Nolan Bushnell launches new game
Nolan Bushnell believes the combination of Artificial Intelligence
and rich narratives is the next big thing in the gaming industry.

VIEW EPISODE
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26/07/2019

Record-breaking Egyptian mountaineer Omar Samra
talks triumphs and tragedy
Sixteen years ago, Egyptian adventurer Omar Samra turned his
back on a successful career in finance to pursue his love of the
great outdoors.
VIEW EPISODE

19/07/2019

License to influence: UAE law regulates social media
players
In a bid to regulate the social media marketing industry, the UAE
has made licenses for commercialised influencers mandatory.

VIEW EPISODE

12/07/2019

WHO calls for greater action to fight diabetes and obesity
in the Middle East
Dr. Ahmed Al Mandhari discusses Vision 2023, a plan geared towards
helping countries deal with healthcare matters during times of
sociopolitical and economic instability.
VIEW EPISODE

05/07/2019

Will an Emirati businessman succeed in towing an iceberg
to the UAE?
Abdulla Alshehi believes that having a large body of ice floating
along the coast of the United Arab Emirates could provide the
country with fresh, drinkable water.
VIEW EPISODE
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Ocean
Ocean covers topics related to the ocean
in all its aspects; marine life, sustainable fishing,
the blue economy, pollution, ocean energy and so on.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 5 minutes
Frequency: Monthly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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09/06/2020

Seaweed farming: an economic and sustainable
opportunity for Europe
Ocean explores Europe's growing seaweed sector meeting the
farmers trying to put the industry on the map.

VIEW EPISODE

19/05/2020

Coronavirus: supporting Europe's battered fishing industry
In this episode of Ocean Euronews' Denis Loctier meets French
fisherman trying to survive the crisis and explores how Europe is
supporting the battered sector.

VIEW EPISODE

31/03/2020

What’s killing our underwater ecosystems?
According to UNESCO, without significant change more than half
of the world’s marine species may stand on the brink of extinction
by the end of this century.

VIEW EPISODE

18/02/2020

Uncharted waters: how maps can help prevent conflict
over marine resources
An ambitious project to improve the management of marine resources
across regional and international borders is underway in Europe and
all over the world.
VIEW EPISODE

21/01/2020

Family-run fisheries struggle as new generation
casts net wider
The European Union has stepped in to help small fishing communities
preserve their way of life, as young people turn away from the job
that their forebears did for generations.
VIEW EPISODE
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06/12/2019

NGOs work to rebuild vital coral reefs, but islands
threatened by climate change need much more help
The Seychelles are known as paradise on Earth - but even here,
storm clouds are gathering.

VIEW EPISODE

15/11/2019

When it comes to cleaning up the oceans, technology
may be good but education is even better
Find out how annual beach clean-up operations are educating the
public about plastic pollution.

VIEW EPISODE

10/10/2019

Protecting life in the Arctic seas
Euronews looks at what is being done to prevent unregulated fishing
in the Arctic seas.

VIEW EPISODE

13/07/2019

The invisible women of Europe’s fishing industry
In this episode, Ocean speaks with women working in the fisheries
sector and who often remain invisible.

VIEW EPISODE

21/06/2019

Tide turns for an Italian coastal wasteland
Torre Guaceto used to be known as a centre for poor fishing practices.
Today, it has become a protected marine reserve.

VIEW EPISODE
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17/05/2019

Danish fisheries take back control
Small, independent fisheries are slowly making their return after
almost being wiped out by fishing quotas a decade ago.

VIEW EPISODE

05/04/2019

Harnessing the power of our oceans
This episode explores how Europe is planning to tap into the immense
power of the sea.

VIEW EPISODE

15/03/2019

Wild vs farmed fish: what should you choose?
Explore the growing sector of fish farming in Europe.

VIEW EPISODE

08/02/2019

How the EU stamped down on decades
of illegal fishing in Thailand

Thailand had to adopt measures to ensure the EU would not suspend
its fish imports.

VIEW EPISODE
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Postcards
Get snapshots of hidden or forgotten attractions,
a fresh look at famous world-class landmarks
as well as practical tips with our interactive map
and "traveller’s diary".

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 2 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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18/06/2020

La Mer: Dubai's bohemian beachfront
Postcards heads down to La Mer, Dubai's newest beachfront
development to check out the vintage-style beach huts, water
sports, restaurants, bars, fashion stores and street art.

VIEW EPISODE

14/04/2020

An inside guide to Al Quoz, Dubai’s leading art hub
Once just an overlooked industrial estate hidden behind the highrises of Dubai’s Sheikh Zayed Road, Al Quoz is now the beating
heart of the city's art scene.

VIEW EPISODE

06/03/2020

The Palm Jumeirah: Dubai's symbol of creativity
and ambition
Palm Jumeirah is often proclaimed the eighth wonder of the world,
a symbol of creativity and ambition.

VIEW EPISODE

28/01/2020

Dubai Creek: Discover a lost Arabian world
Not only is Dubai Creek the emirate’s first major port, but it also full
of historical significance.

VIEW EPISODE

12/07/2019

A postcard come to life: welcome to Santiago de Cuba
In the latest episode of Postcards, we visit Cuba’s second-largest
city, Santiago de Cuba.

VIEW EPISODE
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05/07/2019

Cool off and relax on white sands and swim in warm
turquoise sea – visit Varadero in Cuba
Varadero is a luxury holiday destination where culture, leisure, and
nature merge to offer the best of Cuba.

VIEW EPISODE

28/06/2019

Cuba celebrates 500 years of history through its arts
Havana celebrates 500 years of history with festivals, parades and
theatre performances.

VIEW EPISODE

14/06/2019

Step back in time and experience a Middle Ages village
in Belarus
Postcards takes you on a tour of an open-air museum in Belarus.

VIEW EPISODE

07/06/2019

Nesvizh Castle: an architectural landmark and a piece
of Italy, in Belarus
This feature of Postcards brings us to Nesvizh castle, which is part
of the UNESCO World Heritage list.

VIEW EPISODE

24/05/2019

Belovezhskaya Pushcha: the oldest nature reserve
in Europe
Postcards visits the Belovezhskaya Pushcha National Park.

VIEW EPISODE
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21/05/2019

Oktyabrskaya: The Minsk street that’s gone from industrial
centre to cultural hub
Postcards takes a stroll on Oktyabrskaya street, a space for selfexpression for creatives.

VIEW EPISODE

17/05/2019

Mir Castle: At the junction of Gothic and Renaissance
Discover the Mir Castle, a one-of-a-kind architectural wonder in
Belarus.

VIEW EPISODE
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Sci-tech
Sci-tech covers the major technology
and innovation shows around the world,
bringing you breaking trends from the frontiers
of scientific endeavours and more.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 5 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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26/06/2020

Innovating out of lockdown
As widespread lockdowns were enforced, the UAE began rolling
out innovative technological solutions.

VIEW EPISODE

10/03/2020

How Mars might hold the key to better understanding
climate change
The Emirates has its gaze firmly fixed on Mars. And the culmination
of all their efforts is the Hope Probe which is destined to orbit the
red planet.
VIEW EPISODE

05/02/2020

AI is transforming healthcare as we know it: Arab
Health 2020
The recent outbreak of the coronavirus has shown us that our global
health system is only as strong as its weakest link.

VIEW EPISODE

12/11/2019

From smart trousers to flying taxis, Japan drives
innovation at Berlin IFA exhibition
Japanese companies display their high-tech products at the IFA
exhibition.

VIEW EPISODE

07/11/2019

Japan’s technology leads the way in caring for the elderly
Japan: the newest technologies and innovations improve the lives
of the elderly.

VIEW EPISODE
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20/09/2019

Huawei’s bid to accelerate Europe’s digitalisation
Major players in key industries have gathered at Huawei’s European
Innovation Day and Eco-Connect events in Paris to find ways to
speed up the continent’s digitalisation.

VIEW EPISODE
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Spotlight
Spotlight shines a light on a number of different
interweaving themes in the field of culture,
politics, tourism and environment in a series
of reports related to a particular country.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 6 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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29/06/2020

Welcoming the world: Japan's Olympic Host Towns
Spotlight takes a look at the cities and towns across Japan fostering
cultural exchanges with the rest of the world.

VIEW EPISODE

15/06/2020

Japan's Paralympic Games aim to leave lasting legacy
Spotlight explores the efforts being made in Japan to ensure the
Paralympics have a lasting impact for those living with disability.

VIEW EPISODE

07/12/2019

Foundation promotes sustainable food production
Climate change has played heavily in 2019, with activists around
the world holding protests and calling on governments to make a
change.

VIEW EPISODE

12/11/2019

The World Travel Market: giving us a taste of travel
experiences waiting to be discovered
Find out which destinations were the highlights of the World Travel
Market.

VIEW EPISODE

11/11/2019

Responsible tourism, adventure and reinventing luxury:
highlights of London’s World Travel Market
This edition of Spotlight takes a round-the-world journey at the
annual World Travel Market.

VIEW EPISODE
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08/10/2019

Coal mines turned into culture mines is new business
in Poland
Spotlight showcases how this Polish city gave a new life to its former
coal mines.

VIEW EPISODE

15/07/2019

Hong Kong’s proving it’s the place to be for high tech
start-ups
Spotlight takes a look at high tech companies who have made the
decision to base themselves in Hong Kong.

VIEW EPISODE

11/07/2019

East meets West in Asia’s cultural capital
Exploring the West Kowloon Cultural District in Hong Kong.

VIEW EPISODE

13/03/2019

Technology and sustainability the big themes at Berlin’s
ITB travel trade show
Spotlight uncovers the changes currently taking place in the travel
industry.

VIEW EPISODE

14/01/2019

New transport links boost business and tourism for Hong
Kong and Pearl River Delta
In this edition of Spotlight, we explore this new ultra-modern transport
matrix and its impact on the region.

VIEW EPISODE
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12/11/2018

The sustainable holiday hotspots
Spotlight takes a look at the rise of sustainable tourism.

VIEW EPISODE
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Target
Target’s aim is unswerving and direct: to get to the heart
of what matters in business. When it comes to economic
analysis, Euronews is always on Target.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 4 minutes
Frequency: Regularly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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22/05/2020

Coronavirus: UAE moves to mitigate economic fallout
In this episode, Target looks at what the UAE is doing to cushion
the economic fallout caused by the coronavirus pandemic.

VIEW EPISODE

06/03/2020

How are FinTech Start-ups transforming our relationship
with money?
Financial technology, or FinTech, is the driving force behind it and
it is transforming our relationship with money.

VIEW EPISODE

24/02/2020

High-tech Start-Ups in Croatia: Rimac Automobili pushing
electric car limits
It's not just in Silicon Valley where High-tech Startups are to be
found. They're in Croatia, too.

VIEW EPISODE

18/12/2019

Dubai Air Show: Sky's no longer the limit as UAE reaches
for the stars
Interplanetary ambitions are making aerospace investments
skyrocket. We hear from aerospace industry experts and decisionmakers at the Dubai Air Show.
VIEW EPISODE

04/12/2019

Climate-change-resistant agriculture
As populations grow and climate change takes hold, increased soil
erosion and salinisation are putting humanity’s food security at risk
especially in arid regions

VIEW EPISODE
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03/12/2019

SME Assembly - sustainability tops the agenda
This year the SME Assembly - the premier European event dedicated
to entrepreneurs - tackled the issue of sustainability.

VIEW EPISODE

25/11/2019

Cities of the future: Dreaming of a smart urban revolution
By 2050, 68% of the world's population could live in urban areas.
Dozens of megalopolises share solutions at the Smart City Expo
World Congress.

VIEW EPISODE

23/10/2019

Flying motorbikes and super-fast 5G on show at Dubai’s
tech forum
Target heads to Dubai’s tech forum to find out more about the latest
innovations in AI.

VIEW EPISODE

18/10/2019

Nur-Sultan: "Smart City" pioneer
Find out how cities can take on new challenges regarding urban
tourism with new smart technology.

VIEW EPISODE

18/09/2019

Future of business is just as an app away
This episode of Target looks at how Dubai is embracing new mobile
technology.

VIEW EPISODE
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31/08/2019

New tech on the block
Target visits the Future Blockchain Summit in Dubai.

VIEW EPISODE

31/07/2019

Dubai sets its sights on becoming the happiest place
on earth
The UAE is currently ranked number 21 in the world happiness report
and Dubai has set its sights on taking the first spot.

VIEW EPISODE

05/07/2019

Georgia goes green: Kutaisi city launches factory
for electric cars
Take a look at Kutaisi, Georgia’s second largest city and an emerging
industrial, cultural and educational centre.

VIEW EPISODE

25/06/2019

Georgia’s Batumi port expansion seeks to connect East
and West
Target looks at Georgia’s efforts to turn Batumi’s port into a significant
economic hub connecting Central Asia to the European market.

VIEW EPISODE

24/06/2019

Dubai sees a small fortune in the SME sector
The Dubai Government is stepping up its efforts to help Small and
Medium-sized Enterprises to boost the economy.

VIEW EPISODE
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21/06/2019

Belarus set to benefit from the Silk Road of the
21st Century
Target heads to Belarus to find out how the country aims at attracting
new investments with a joint project with China.

VIEW EPISODE

23/05/2019

Why some of the most famous universities in the world
are setting up bases in Dubai
This edition of Target takes a closer look at some of the world’s
leading international schools and higher education institutions who
have a base in Dubai.
VIEW EPISODE

23/05/2019

How to ensure sustainable urban growth? The Astana
Economic Forum takes a look
In this episode, Target takes a closer look at how we can ensure the
sustainable development of our urban areas.

VIEW EPISODE
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Taste
Euronews’ sizzling culinary experience
which explores a colorful range of gastronomic
and culinary adventures around the globe.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 3 minutes
Frequency: Occasional
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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24/06/2020

Shanghai Me - A taste of 1930's China
Taste finds out why this fine-dining restaurant has been voted one
of the best in the gulf region.

VIEW EPISODE

05/05/2020

A quintessential quarantine dish
Euronews' meets up with Chef Reif at his Japanese restaurant,
Kushiyaki, to watch him cook a quintessential quarantine dish.

VIEW EPISODE

31/01/2020

Camel milk chocolate: Moving from the desert
to the dessert table
In this edition of Taste, we take a look at the increasing popularity
of camel milk.

VIEW EPISODE

17/10/2019

"Veganity": World’s largest vegan restaurant opened
in Dubai
Sky Sommer discusses how the idea of Veganity came about.

VIEW EPISODE

14/10/2019

The secrets of shoyu, a Japanese tables’ must
In this edition of Taste, we’re exploring a must in Japanese cuisine;
soy sauce, or "shoyu".

VIEW EPISODE
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07/10/2019

The Japanese Yellowtail and the "Blue Revolution"
Taste goes to Japan to discover the fish of choice for sushi and
sashimi: the Yellowtail.

VIEW EPISODE

30/09/2019

Discover the art of the surimi masters
Taste heads to Odawara in Japan, where surimi has been produced
for a millennium.

VIEW EPISODE

27/09/2019

Oysters and sake - a perfect match
Taste goes to Italy to find out how Italian chefs are discovering the
unique qualities of Japanese sake.

VIEW EPISODE

23/09/2019

Is Konjac the future of health food?
In this episode of Taste, Euronews gets to the roots of Konjac.

VIEW EPISODE

20/09/2019

European chefs discover the delight of Japanese sake
Japanese Sake is becoming more and more popular in Europe
among chefs.

VIEW EPISODE
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16/09/2019

In Japan, Miso is known as "food for the soul"
Discover the secrets of Miso, a fermented soy and rice paste.

VIEW EPISODE

13/09/2019

Sake and Seafood, the perfect combination
Discover the subtle, distinctive flavours that are the result of centuries
of tradition and expertise.

VIEW EPISODE

27/08/2019

From screen to plate: the MasterChef restaurant goes live
The MasterChef TV Experience is going from screen to plate with
a new restaurant in Dubai.

VIEW EPISODE

17/05/2019

Taste Dubai: An Emirati Iftar
In this edition of Taste, euronews visited the Jumeirah Zabeel Saray
Hotel in Dubai, to sample the special Iftar menu cooked by the
world's first Emirati chef.

VIEW EPISODE
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Unreported Europe
Unreported Europe brings you the unfiltered stories
and the reality of those who make up Europe, be they
workers, farmers, politicians, business owners, activists or
refugees. No stone is left unturned, no corner unexplored.

VIEW PROGRAM

Duration: 4 minutes
Frequency: Monthly
Languages: Arabic, English, French, German,
Greek, Hungarian, Italian, Persian, Portuguese,
Russian, Spanish, Turkish
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26/06/2020

Prostitution and the pandemic: Amsterdam's sex workers'
struggle to survive under lockdown
In this episode of Unreported Europe, Euronews' Valerie Gauriat
travels to Amsterdam to meet those working in the city's sex industry.

VIEW EPISODE

19/06/2020

Europe's ailing airlines: the cabin crew and customers
paying the price
In this episode of Unreported Europe, we meet the airline staff and
passengers paying the price for the financial crisis engulfing the
aviation industry following the coronavirus pandemic.
VIEW EPISODE

12/06/2020

Hopes and dreams on hold: the impact of COVID-19 on
niche sports
In this episode of Unreported Europe Euronews’ Rodrigo Barbosa
explores how the coronavirus has hit the careers of three high level
athletes.
VIEW EPISODE

05/06/2020

"He hit me with an axe handle": Europe's lockdowns lead
to a surge in domestic violence
Unreported Europe examines how the lockdown has led to a surge
in domestic violence.

VIEW EPISODE

29/05/2020

Coronavirus blues: the musicians struggling to make ends
meet under lockdown
Unreported Europe meets musicians and artists struggling to make
ends meet under lockdown restrictions.

VIEW EPISODE
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22/05/2020

Homeless under lockdown: the forgotten faces of France's
coronavirus nightmare
Euronews' Valerie Gauriat reports on the desperate plight of refugees,
asylum seekers and migrants in France as the country emerges from
lockdown.
VIEW EPISODE

15/05/2020

Unmasking the coronavirus fraudsters
Unreported Europe unmasks the scams criminals are turning to
during the COVID-19 pandemic.

VIEW EPISODE

08/05/2020

The deadly impact of Covid-19 on Europe's care homes
Unreported Europe explores the devastating impact of the coronavirus
on the continent's care home sector.

VIEW EPISODE

01/05/2020

Inside Europe's secret truck war: drivers pay the price for
east-west divide
There are 3 million truck drivers on the roads of Europe, delivering
everything from food and furniture, to cars and concrete.

VIEW EPISODE

24/04/2020

Find out why Poland's pig farmers are concerned about
their livelihoods
COVID-19 is not the only virus causing problems in Europe, there's
also African Swine Fever, ASF, which is a disease transmitted from
wild boar to farmed pigs.
VIEW EPISODE
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17/04/2020

Coronavirus: French farm producers suffering from
COVID-19 restrictions
Coronavirus: French farm producers suffering from COVID-19
restrictions

VIEW EPISODE

14/04/2020

Survivors of coronavirus on their experience - and their
new perspective
Throughout the world, the coronavirus death toll is continuing to
rise. But many of those who became infected have survived and
gone on to make a full recovery.
VIEW EPISODE

07/04/2020

Racing for a cure: where are we with COVID-19 vaccines
and treatments?
As the world grapples with the pandemic, the scientific community
is on the hunt for effective, scalable treatments, while developing a
safe and tested vaccine.
VIEW EPISODE

03/04/2020

Covid-19: What are the consequences for small and
medium enterprises across Europe?
The coronavirus pandemic is proving to be a disaster for small and
medium-sized enterprises across Europe, particularly for those in
the south and east of the bloc and their non-EU neighbours.
VIEW EPISODE

27/03/2020

The rise of the far-right in France: Unreported Europe
visits the city of Hénin-Beaumont
Unreported Europe went to Hénin-Beaumont to find out why the
city illustrates the party’s vision for France, and why the people in
this part of the country embrace the National Rally.
VIEW EPISODE
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20/03/2020

Italy suffocated by coronavirus: the story of patients and
doctors in the grip of Covid-19
A total lockdown has been imposed to try to quash the spread of
the outbreak and to avoid the breakdown of hospitals and above
all, the intensive care units.
VIEW EPISODE

13/03/2020

Romania's virgin forests ravaged by 'wood mafia'
One Romanian industry currently plagued by corruption, intimidation
and violence may come as a surprise: logging.

VIEW EPISODE

06/03/2020

Portugal's economic resurgence leaves its citizens behind
In the streets of Porto city centre, property developer Rui Lé Costa
cannot walk more than 200 metres before stopping near another
building he has renovated.

VIEW EPISODE

28/02/2020

Italy's crumbling motorways: how the Genoa bridge
collapse exposed a national scandal
The state of Italian motorways is a national scandal. Riddled with
viaducts and tunnels, Liguria, in the north of Italy, is the focus of
this crisis.
VIEW EPISODE

21/02/2020

Unholy row exposes deep divisions in Montenegro
Tension is rising in Montenegro as a dispute over church property
opens deep divisions in the small Western Balkans country.

VIEW EPISODE
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14/02/2020

Surging numbers of migrants risk their lives in small boats
to get to UK
Record numbers of desperate migrants are risking their lives, using
small boats to try and get across the English Channel, from France
to the UK.
VIEW EPISODE

07/02/2020

Malta after the murder of journalist Daphne Caruana
Galizia
Journalist Daphne Caruana Galizia revealed corruption scandals
involving the government in this small country of fewer 500,000
inhabitants.
VIEW EPISODE

31/01/2020

Vigilante groups in Europe: Taking the law into their
own hands
From Neighbourhood Watch to the arrest of criminals caught in the
act, all over Europe ordinary citizens are helping police do their job.

VIEW EPISODE

24/01/2020

Sick system: Bulgarian health crisis leaves patients
vulnerable
Bulgaria is in the grip of a health crisis as thousands of doctors and
nurses leave for better paid jobs in western Europe.

VIEW EPISODE

17/01/2020

Land grab: Hungary's political elite accused of milking
the system
Hungary is in the headlines again, amid allegations of widespread
cronyism and land-grabbing by the country’s political elite and
oligarchs.
VIEW EPISODE
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20/12/2019

Italy's 'sardines' have bigger fish to fry
Tens of thousands of people gathered in one of the largest squares
in Rome this month under an unusual banner: the sardine.

VIEW EPISODE

06/12/2019

Far right Vox party strikes a chord with disenchanted
Spaniard
On November 10th, Vox, Spain's brash newcomer on the political
scene, celebrated its parliamentary-elections breakthrough.

VIEW EPISODE

22/11/2019

Turks threatened over alleged links to the Gülen
movement find a safe haven in Greece
When thousands of Turkish citizens lost their jobs or were jailed
over suspected links to the Islamist Gülen movement, they chose
self-exile to escape persecution.
VIEW EPISODE

08/11/2019

Pesticides: a threat to public health? France's toxic debate
On a grey October morning in Rennes, the capital of Brittany
in France, an unusual crowd is gathered in front of the region's
administrative court.

VIEW EPISODE
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For any additional questions you may have,
please contact:
distribution@euronews.com
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